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Abstract
The use of look-up-tables (LUTs) to representparameterizations within numerical weather prediction and
other atmospheric models is presented. Wediscuss several
approachesas to how the use of LUTs can be optimized in
order to retain the physical representation of the parameterization, yet be much more computationally efficient
than the parent parameterization from which they are
derived.
1. Introduction

All atmosphericmodelsare composedof a dynamical
core,which representsadvection,the pressuregradient
force,and gravitational acceleration;and of a set of parameterizationsthat representall other physicalprocesses
in the model.Only the dynamicalcoreis basedonfundamentalphysicalconcepts:For example,the pressuregradient force doesnot involve tunable coefficients.In con93

trast, parameterizations,although partly based on fundamentalconceptsofphysics,involvetunable coefficients
and empiricalfunctions.In atmosphericmodels,parameterizations are constructed,for example,for deepcumulus convection, stratiform cloud and precipitation
processes,subgrid-scalemixing, short- and longwave
radiative fluxes,and land-surfaceinteractions(seePielke
2002,Appendix B for summaries of the parameterizations used by a variety of numerical weather prediction
and other atmosphericmodels).
The computational costs of the parameterizations,
however,are becomingmuchgreaterthan for the dynamical core of a model, as parameterizationsintroduce
greatercomplexity.Majewski et al. (2002)report the computational costof different componentsof high-resolution
global operationalnumerical weather predictionmodels.
They show that parameterizationsoccupy46.8%of the
total whenthe radiationcodewas updatedevery2 hours.
If the radiation code(whichrepresents57.5%of the total
parameterizationcost) is updated on a more realistic
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time scale, e.g., 10 minutes, this parameterizationby
itself would cost about 85% of the total computational
time! In this paper,we outline a procedureto very significantly reduce this computationalcost. Earlier discussions of this subject are available from Matsui et al.
(2004)and Chevallieret al. (1998).
2. Methodology

The goal of a parameterizationis to mimic the physical process that it is designed to represent without
requiring a detailed, comprehensive,high spatial and
temporal resolution model. Since the parameterization
itself is an engineeringmodule(i.e.,it consistsof empirical equations with tunable coefficients derived from
observationsand/orfrom a higher resolutionmodeD,the
goal is to accuratelyrepresentthe physicsit is designed
to simulate at a minimum of computationalcost.The
parameterizationconceptcanbe written as:
Output (x) = T[Input(x),y]

(1)

where the dependent variables that need to be computed
(the Output x), are obtained from the Input values x and
the prescribed constants, y of the parameterization,
through the transfer function, T, which is the parameterization. The constants y are obtained from observations
and/or a higher resolution model when the parameterization was created (such as through a fit to the observed
data as a function of observed values of x). T can provide
an instantaneous change (ie., over a time step) or be
inserted over a period of time, such as performed with the
Fritsch-Chappell (1980) deep cumulus parameterization.
This approach is also commonin the remote-sensingcommunity (e.g.,Jin et al. 2004). Pielke (1984; pages 263-265)
proposed this approach to parameterize the response of
cumulus clouds to the larger-scale environment.
The current paradigm is to exercise the parameterization, T, within the atmospheric model for each gridpoint
during the period of model integration.
However, there is another approach that can significantly reduce the cost. The concept is to integrate the
parameterization offline for the universe of x, where the
number of values of x that is needed depends on the
graining that is chosen. This approach can be described
as a look-up-table (LUT). The LUT, expressedas a multidimensional array or fitting function, provides the needed value ofT.
There has been an impediment to the use of the LUT
technique.The universe of permutations of x that are needed produce an enormous number ofvalues. Such large data
arrays cannot be accommodatedwithin the available CPU
memory of any existing computer.The choice of the modeling community, therefore, has been to include the parameterizations within the atmospheric models and exercise
them as the model integration proceeds.
As an alternate approach,we proposethe solution ofEq.
(1) offline in order to construct a LUT (or its functional
interpolation). The LUT is then applied in lieu of actually
running the parent parameterization as the atmospheric
model is integrated in time and space.There are several
items that permit the feasibility of this approach:

.Existing parameterizationsare exercisedin I-D vertical columns with the input values of x obtained
from just one x-y gridpoint. This simplifies significantly the number of calculationsthat must be performedin creatingthe LUT.
.Existing parameterizationsinclude mathematical
complexitywhich is notjustified by the skill that it
hasin definingT. In otherwords,the dimensionality (i.e.,as representedby its degreesof freedom)of
the parameterizationis muchgreaterthan warranted. This meansthe number of separatevalues of T
can be muchlessthan providedby the parent parameterization. The term graining can be used to
describethe number of separatevalues.
.The successofLUTs highlydependson the availability of a large repositoryof the pre-computedvalues,
and more critically, on fast, targetedretrieval of this
information. Fortunately,those commercialsearch
engines,such as Googleand Yahoo,have already
demonstratedthe feasibility of such an approach.
For example,Googlepresentlycan searchan index
databaseof over8 billion web pagesin under a second for most user queries.Our proposedapproach
has the addedadvantagethat the total information
storedis much more compact,well structured, and
much easierto index.

3. Discussion
The LUT-basedapproachis overviewedin the following text. We segmentthe discussioninto datastorageand
retrieval, methods to reduce the dimensionality of the
approach,and the relationship between the original
parameterizationand the LUT-basedapproach.
a) Data storageand retrieval
To usethe LUT-basedapproachto reproduceessentially all of its valuesrequiresthe organizationand searchfor
the correct LUT from perhaps billions of the available
LUT values.Toaddressthe limitation of existingcomputer memory;the minimum size(onecaseof input and output values)of binary LUT can be storedin files on the
hard disk. To efficiently searchthe LUT for the required
value ofT for eachsituation,a set ofthe input variablesis
convertedinto directory and file names,and then the
machineoperatingsystem(e.g.,UNIX) canreadthe binary LUT nearly instantaneouslywith the given directory
and file name.This hard-disk, input-output approachis
the type of procedureusedby the businesscommunityto
accessspecificvalueswithin vast datasets.
There are many ways to store the LUT in order to
enable fast retrievals such as hashing, distributed I/O
storage,and distributed data bases.The hashing technique enablesthe mapping of a unique key to the LUT
entry.Examplesof methodsof dataretrievals that can be
employedare parallel, asynchronousretrievals, a harddisk, input-output approach,and a multi-nonlinear fitting approachusually calleda neural network.
An example of possible LUT storage and retrieval
schemesis the hash table baseddata structure. A hash
table (Corman et al. 1990)maps every LUT entry to a
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unique integer, or an index, by using a hash function. The
indexes are often used as the memory address of the
stored LUT data, therefore the search efficiency is greatly increased to the order of 0(1). Hashing techniques are
known to be fast lookup techniques compared to other
common approaches such as binary or tertiary tree structures. Improvements to the hash table implementation of
the LUT can be achieved by the use of a relational database. For example, in a specific simulation, if certain
entries of the LUT are accessedrepeatedly; this information can be used to weigh the LUT lookup, enabling faster
turnaround times. Conceptually;this is similar to how the
web search engines weighs and caches frequently
accessedpages.
When the storage spacerequired for the LUT becomes
too large to be handled on a single processor,the use of distributed I/O storage or distributed databases can be
employed. A distributed I/O system with large, scalable
storage spacecan be created by taking advantage of easily available and inexpensive commodity resourcesinstead
of using large, expensive,centralized storagesystems.The
large storage space available on a distributed I/O system
can be used to create a fault-tolerant, fail-safe LUT storage by the use of multiple data servers and data replication. Parallel, asynchronous LUT retrievals can also be
used to improve the performance of the LUT approach.
The above mentioned hard-disk, input-output
approach, for example, enables the delta-four-stream FuLiou radiation code (Fu and Liou 1992) (30 vertical layer,
140 input, and 33 output) to run 443 times faster than
the original code in the Sun-Blade-1000 workstation
(Dual CPU: 900 MHz frequency and 8 mb cash size)
(Matsui et al. 2004). With this magnitude of speedup,the
computational cost of the parameterization becomesnegligible in comparison with that of the dynamic core.
A multi-nonlinear fitting approach, usually called
Neural Network, also enables the dramatic saving of
computational time for longwave radiation codes
(Chevallier et al. 1998). The Neural-network-based radiation code was constructed from a line by line radiation
model, achieves a speed that is 22 times faster, and yet, is
a more accurate radiation code than the conventional
band model (Chevallier et al. 1998).

b) Methodsto reducethe dimensionalityof the approach
With a parameterization,however,we do not require
billions of data points in a LUT in order to realistically
reproducea parameterizationof a specificprocesswith
the accuracyneededfor usein an atmosphericmodel.To
illustrate this point, the hyperspaceof a transfer function
T, and how slicesthrough it can be applied to establish
the neededresolution of a parameterization[the Louis
surfaceflux parameterization(Louis 1979)]is discussed
here (Lu 2004). The Louis surfaceflux scheme,although
a simple parameterization, still requires considerable
storageif used as an LUT. The surfaceheat flux, as calculatedfrom the Louis surfaceflux parameterization,is a
function of the wind (u) and the potential temperature
(theta) at a height (z),the surfacepotential temperature
(thetao),and the roughnesslength (zo).Figure 1 shows
oneslice through hyperspacewherethe surfaceheat flux
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Fig. 1. Surface heat flux calculated from wind (u, m s.') and
potential temperature (theta, OK) at z = 1.0 m. The u is in domain
of 0.05 to 2.05 m S" with an int~rval of 0.02. The domain of theta
is 290-31 ooK and the interval is 0.2°K. The surface potential temperature thetao = 300oK and the roughness length Zo = 0.1 m
(from Lu 2004).

varies with u and theta, while the other variables are
fixed (z =1.0 m, thetao = 300°K, Zo= 0.1 m). The domain
of u is set from 0.05 to 2.05 m S.lwith an interval of 0.02
m S.l,and the domain of theta is from 290 to 310OKwith
an interval of 0.2°K This graining of the parameterization (with 100 by 100 data points) indicates that this resolution is sufficient to capture the physically important
variations that are represented by the parameterization
for the variable spaceused in this example. Even extending the domains to more realistic ranges (e.g., 250 320°K, and 0.05 -50 m S.l)with the same graining, the
total number of calculations or data points would still be
manageable (875,000 for the above ranges)
In the contextof a general parameterization, we do not
need billions of data points in an LUT in order to realistically parameterize a process for use in an atmospheric
model.
The dimensionality of the input space of the T operator can be further reduced from the number obtained by
simply combining the number of variables with the number of discretization intervals. Such a large number of
combinations results in a large number of physically
meaningless inputs that result from the mathematical
formulation used to construct a parameterization, rather
than based on the data used to construct the parameterization. No parameterization can justify a dimensionality in the billions.
We are applying the technique of Empirical
Orthogonal Functions (EOF) to the parameterizations as
one method to reduce the dimensionality to a physically
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justified level.The values for T are obtainedby combining the output of the individual EOFs (LeoIicini and
Pielke 2005). A secondtechniquethat could reducethe
dimensionality is cluster analysis, since it can group
input variables that provide outputs within the error
range of the parameterization.Thus, whena set of input
variablesis determinedto belongto a particular cluster,
the output associatedwith the cluster itself can be provided to the parent modelwithout further computations.
c) The relationshipbetweentheoriginal parameterization
and the LUT-basedapproach.
The Lur approachdescribedup to this point can be
thought of as the complementof carrying out all parameterization computations during model timesteps. It
reducesmodelruntime computationsto an absoluteminimum and relies instead on efficient accessof pre-computed values from a very large database. The Lur
approachalso sacrificessomeaccuracyfrom the parent
parameterizationbecauseit must approximatethe parameter spacewith a finite number of data values, and
interpolation methods betweenthese data values does
not capture the full complexityof the parameterization
(which mayor may not havephysicalrealism).
However,there are levels of compromisebetween
thesetwo extremesthat may provide an optimal combination of accuracyand efficiencybetweenthe full Lur
and the full parameterizationmethod.
One form of compromiseis possiblefor parameterizations of low dimensionality,such as the Louis surface
layer parameterization,where parameterspacecan be
adequatelycoveredwith relatively few data values (e.g.,
less than 1 million). Sucha small Lur may be computed at modelinitialization time and storedin modelarrays
whereaccessof table valuesis faster than from a disk.
A more important compromisethat is often possibleis
a hybrid approachwhere LUTs are constructedfor subsets of a full parameterization,particularly those that
consumethe most time. For example,Lurs have been
used for years to store pre-computedrates of hydrometeor collisions,melting,and nucleationin the RAMSmicrophysics parameterization(Walko et al. 1995),while the
overall parameterizationis computedin the conventional way.Schultz (1995)developedan explicit cloudphysics
parameterization for use in operational models which
encompasses
the hybrid Lur concept.TheseLurs have
only 2 or 3 dimensionsand are thus easy to fill at high
density for good accuracy; The speed of the overall
schemewas increasedseveralfold to the point where it
consumesmuch less time than the model dynamics.
While this speeddoesnot match what might be obtained
by constructingan Lur of the full microphysicsparameterization,the accuracyis improvedand the complexityof
the LUT is reducedto the point that the hybrid approach
is probablythe mostattractive.
The hybrid LUT approachmay be particularly attractive for a parameterizationof very high dimensionality,
suchas a radiative transfer modelrepresenting,possibly;
50 vertical levels. Forexample,it is probablyan impossible task to pre-computeall possiblecombinationsof moist
and dry modellevels that may occur.Thus,the full LUT
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approachwill be prone to incorrect heating and cooling
rates at somemodellevelsfor a subsetof situations if the
LUT doesnot have fine enoughgraining of the range of
combinations.A hybrid LUT approachcouldbe designed
to replaceonlycertaintime consumingcalculationsin the
parameterization while keeping the computations
involvedin the specificvertical atmosphericprofile within the realm of the parameterization.
There is an additional approachthat can be applied
once either a hybrid or completeLUT is constructed.
Since the LUT is a parameterization itself, if new
observations(or higher resolutionmodelsimulations)are
obtainedthat would warrant the updating of the parent
parameterization, that parameterization might be
bypassedand the LUT itself adjusted.This will be a particularly straightforward approachto use when a functional interpolationis applied to representthe LUT.
4. Relevance to Superparameterizations

It has beenproposed(Grabowski2001,Randall et al.
2003)to embeda cloud-resolvingmodelwithin a largerscalemodelin order to improvethe accuracyof simulating cloud interactions with the larger-scale model.
This has been called a "superparameterization".
Superparameterizationrefers to using a 2-D or 3-D
cloud-resolyingmodelto simulate a processin place of a
very simplified parameterizationthat has beencommonly usedin weather and climate modelsin order to keep
the computational cost low. Superparameterization
embedded, Multi-Modeling Frameworks (MMF) are
recently under developmentat severalinstitutions, and
there are plans to create global cloud libraries which
includes detailed mass and energy output from cloud
resolving models. With the LUT-based approach,the
superparameterizationapproachcould be used much
more efficientlysincethe simulations(e.g.,the 3-D cloud
model)are integratedoflline,and the resultsare archived
in a databasefor future retrieval. Columnparameterizations, which are what is exclusivelyused now in atmospheric models, only considervertical processesin the
parameterization.By usingthe LUT-basedapproach,the
realism of the superparameterizationis retained but
without its enormouscomputationalcost. Moreover,as
long as data libraries are organized,the LUT approach
can always be mappedback to the original parameterization;therefore,the LUT approachis not a "black box"
in that the reason for a particular output can be
describedfrom the original.
An advantage of the superparameterization
approach,in contrast with the column parameterizations, is that it can dynamically more directly interact
with the parent model at each time step. However,
there is an alternate method. OnceT is selectedfrom
the suite of available off-line cloud-resolvingsimulations, its values can be fed into the vertical profiles at
the GCM gridpoint as they are produced(i.e., after each
time step) for the lifetime of the cloud system for that
particular value of T. This lifetime is determined for
eachspecific set of GCM input variables from the lifetime that comesout of running the off-line cloud field
modelthat is used to constructT.
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This approachof inserting the cumulus cloud effect
overtime is adoptedfrom the procedureused by Fritsch
and Chappell (1980). Comparisonsof the much more
computationallyefficient LUT approachwith the use of
the superparameterizationmethodologyshouldbe made.
With the LUT approach,it should be computationally
possibleto utilize higher-resolution,3-D cloud-resolving
models,instead of relying oncoarser-resolution,
2-Dcloud
resolvingmodelswith a resultant possibleimprovement
in realism of the parameterization.A key aspectof realism enabledby the LUT approachis the ability to represent the full spatial heterogeneityof the land surface,
which is known to significantly impact the initiation,
growth, and maintenance of convective clouds (e.g.,
Avissar and Liu, 1996).
5. Conclusions
This paper introducesa new procedureto accurately
and efficiently parameterize physical processes in
numerical weatherpredictionmodels,and in othertypes
of atmosphericmodels.The method,which we refer to as
the LUT approach,utilizes data accessand retrieval procedures,and methodsto reducethe dimensionalityof the
original parameterizationto createthis methodof model
improvement. A major advantageof the LUT approach,
for example,includesthe ability to createmore realizations in the creation of ensembleforecasts.As shownby
Mullen and Buizza (2002)and Bright and Mullen (2002),
suchensembleforecastsprovide a particularly valuable
way to improve forecastingskill.
However,the LUT approachas a replacementfor the
standard form of model parameterizations requires
developmentand applicationwith a diversity of atmospheric models at many different organizations.The
input-output datasets library; such as cloud libraries,
must be establishedand made accessiblefor the LUT
constructions.
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